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To Whom It May Concern, 

Fermentation is the delicious alchemy that transforms primary produce into products more delicious and 
more nutritious through the applied use of microbes. It turns barley into beer, milk into cheese and cabbage 
into kimchi using yeast, bacteria and fungi.  We at FermenTas also believe that fermentation transforms 
produce, people and place. We cultivate a community of creative food innovators by connecting industry, 
educators, government and food lovers.  Through collaboration, Tasmania can become a global centre of 
excellence in fermentation innovation.  

FermenTas is an industry-led, not-for-profit industry cluster established in 2016 to accelerate innovation, 
growth and collaboration for fermentation-based enterprises. FermenTas’ vision is for the project to be an 
internationally recognised centre for excellence for the design, production and marketing of fine fermented 
food, beverages and other products.     

Our agribusiness strengths in Tasmania are numerous and we grow and make some of the best produce in 
the world under some of the cleanest and most natural conditions due to legislators with foresight and 
vision. 

Being such a small corner of the planet we cannot compete on scale so have to focus on quality, we can’t be 
bigger so we have to be better.  Our Tasmanian Wine Industry has proved over the last 20 years it can be a 
world leader for quality with awards and trophies for our pinot noir and aromatics, and even world’s best for 
our Chardonnay and Sparkling wine.  Following suit, our Whisky and Spirits industries are continuing to take 
out best in the world in global competitions. 

FermenTas has been working shoulder to shoulder with UTas helping develop learning and training 
opportunities to take advantage of this. The Associate Degree in Applied Science of Fermentation and 
Separation course in the University College was the first FermenTas/UTas collaboration and since have seen 
numerous others developed including a short course in Cider, a new Cider startup course to be offered next 
year and a recently signed agreement between FermenTas, UTas and the Institute of Brewing and Distilling 
(IBD) based in London will see this internationally recognised industry qualification delivered by UTas starting 
with the Science of Brewing in October 2022.  This will lead on to more hands on training in collaboration 
with FermenTasmania’s Fermentation Hub for the 2 year Diploma in Brewing and then the fully immersive 
Master’s in Brewing.  IBD have also asked us to take on more Distilling teaching and training which will be the 
next offerings developed. 

With all of the momentum in Northern Tasmania it was ideal to move the Tasmanian Institute of Agriculture 
(TIA) up to Launceston and allow this exciting agribusiness and agrifood and beverage research focussed 
organisation to take advantage of the growth in the sector and bring that cutting edge research direct 
to industry.   It is also exciting TIA will be delivering a Bachelor of Science in Launceston in the coming year. 
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A close tie with UTas’ Centre for Food Innovation (CFI, a collaboration between UTas, CSIRO and DSTO) was 
not only the initial idea behind FermenTas and the Fermentation Hub but working closely with the CFI team 
in their report from the first consultation with industry we are hoping to become a force in precision 
fermentation with the Fermentation Hub when construction is complete late next year. 

Recent collaboration across our food system driven by FermenTas for Launceston to be recognised as a 
UNESCO Creative City of Gastronomy, was realised when Launceston was invited to be part of the network of 
regions around the world renown for their food culture.  A group of 24 people from across our food system 
including numerous from UTas developed the bid over 3 years and submitted it for consideration in June 
2021. 

The second year of a UTas and FermenTas collaboration with agriCULTURED, the winter event based in 
Northern Tasmania, empowering the agrifood sector to grow and celebrating what we are doing so well 
across our food system, was hailed a complete success and bodes well for a strong drawcard for the sector 
into the future. 

Working closely with UTas’ College of Business and Economics (COBE) there are strong ties to ensure any 
entrepreneurial ecosystem developed through fermented food products will have the advantage of the 
training and collaboration opportunities with COBE too, increasing the chances of long term success for these 
businesses and assisting those growing and needing to bridge the ‘valley of death’ in the scale up stage.  This 
will grow our export opportunities of these premium products! 

The University of Tasmania Act 1992 clearly states that the University has the following functions, 
among others: 

(a) to advance, transmit and preserve knowledge and learning;
(b) to encourage and undertake research;
(c) to promote and sustain teaching and research to international standards of excellence;
(d) to encourage and provide opportunities for students and staff to develop and apply their knowledge
and skills;
(e) to provide educational and research facilities appropriate to its other functions;
(g) to engage in activities which promote the social, cultural and economic welfare of the community
and to make available for those purposes the resources of the University.

We strongly believe that Utas is delivering on its functions as prescribed by the Act and we could not ask 
for better partners in Utas who are helping to empower industries that will be a force of strength for 
Tasmania now and into the future as they have been in the past. 

Please feel free to contact us directly if you need any additional information. 

Sincerely, 

Kim Seagram AM 


